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Abstract 

Asked to reconstruct and interpret the causes of the current global crisis, an archaeologist of the fourth 
millennium could easily find himself sifting through the deluge of publications on the subject of financial 
instruments known as “derivatives”. 
The study analyses the disclosure methods adopted for derivative instruments reported in the balance sheets of 
major banks in central and southern Europe in the period from 2005 to 2012 for the purpose of outlining the 
types and methods of use in the trading markets amongst retail investors and bank intermediaries. 
In the light of the analysis conducted, it is possible to observe how the recent financial crisis has not changed the 
negotiation strategies of the international banking system with regard to derivatives; financial institutions reputed 
to be amongst the most famous in Europe are, in fact, still intoxicated by these derivative instruments.  
This paper presents an empirical-analytical approach with a series of keys to understanding the derivative market 
today in the post-crisis period. 
Keywords: derivatives, financial instruments, securitization, financial crisis 

1. Introduction 

The financial systems of all western countries and beyond have been marked over the last decades by intense 
innovation of a financial nature. The evolution of regulations, changes in the operational and organisational 
frameworks of financial intermediaries, progress in risk management techniques, technological developments in 
communication and data processing systems and the gradual integration of financial systems have all encouraged 
a constant and pervasive process of innovation which is depicted more and more as both a structural 
phenomenon of the financial systems as well as the main force behind their changes.  

The birth and development of the credit risk transfer market represents one of the innovations. This market, 
characterised mainly by operations of securitization and credit derivatives, allows the lender (financial 
intermediary) to transfer the credit risk underlying the credits issued to others. However, the development of 
such a market has contributed towards changing the distinguishing features of the traditional financial 
intermediation business to the point of fostering systemic and global forms of financial instability. The financial 
crisis which erupted in 2007, represents the fragility of the financial system. This fragility has undermined the 
very foundations of the national and international financial systems, triggering a systemic loss of trust and a 
blow to the reputation of financial intermediaries.  

The lack of trust shown by public opinion worldwide towards financial markets often leads to a form of 
“financial Luddism”, which sees the derivative instruments as the cause of the crisis rather than their 
inappropriate use by investors and intermediaries.  

This study analyses the derivative instruments reported in the balance sheets of major banks in central and 
southern Europe in the period from 2005 to 2013. The purpose is to present a series of keys to allow an 
understanding based on an empirical-analytical approach of the derivative market today in the post-crisis period. 

2. References to Derivative Instruments 

The derivative market has reached considerable proportions in the world economy, including Italy, with a value 
of 650 billion dollars.  

However, as Benjamin Lee affirms, “the first problem concerns the production of knowledge of derivatives”; due 
to the vastness of the relevant financial subject and the haziness created around the product itself, there is still 
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too little knowledge of these instruments which is probably due to the fact that some of them are heavily 
interconnected and in permanent evolution.  

Contrary to common opinion, the origin of derivative based contracts dates back to ancient times and various 
examples can be found in ancient history of negotiations recalling derivative contracts. 

In 580 b.c. - Aristotle relates that Talete di Mileto made a fortune by stipulating in the winter (when demand for 
use was obviously low) an option on the use of some mills in the autumn (a period of heavy demand, even more 
so that year because there had been an abundant harvest). 

Another example states that in 1164 Genoa sold the future tax income for several years to a bank (Monte) in 
exchange for an immediate advance payment. In this way, the first derivative based contract was drawn up by a 
local Authority.  

However, the popularity of derivative-based contracts became more widespread in modern times when forward 
contracts were permitted for negotiation at the Royal Exchange in London (which was followed by the first 
speculative bubble regarding the so-called “tulip mania” in 1637), while the first 'futures' were traded at the 
Osaka rice market (Yodoya) in about 1650.  

Historically, it can be affirmed that the derivative contract developed under the regulations of common law, the 
doctrine of which defines it as an “alien” contract, in other words “different, strange” and this origin is also clear 
in its name which derives from the adjective “derivative”, a name used by English doctrine to describe those 
financial instruments based on other instruments that influence its value.  

A definition of these contracts is missing from Italian law, that is the primary regulations; the TUF (Consolidated 
Law on Finance) is limited to specifying that contracts based on derivatives listed in Art. 1, para., 2 lett. d), e), f), 
g), h), and j) are included amongst the financial instruments.  

A little more information is provided on the practice by the Bank of Italy in its circular letter, “Supervisory 
instructions for banks” n. 229 dated 21st April 1999, section V, Art. 3 which defines derivative contracts as 
“contracts based on other contractual elements, such as bonds, currencies, interest rates, exchange rates, share 
indexes, etc.. Their value “derives” from that of underlying elements and futures, options, swaps, and forward 
rate agreements belong to this category”.  

Already twenty years ago, Italian literary doctrine used similar terms to investigate the phenomenon of 
derivatives, defining them as “contracts whose value derives (in other words depends on) the price of an 
“underlying financial activity”, that is to say the value of a financial reference parameter”. Of the two definitions 
referred to above, that of the Bank of Italy is, undoubtedly, the more precise: in fact, the term “derives” could 
take on a dubious meaning when describing such a type of contract, using national law as a yardstick, given that 
a derivative contract is not a contract connected to other legal relations, but rather a contact that depends on other 
transactions.  

As observed in doctrine, the subject of the contract is never the “underlying element”, but the difference between 
the value of the reference entity at the time the contract is drawn up and the value assumed by the same entity at 
the date on which the contract is performed. This leads to the recognition of the derivative as an “essential and 
qualifying component”.  

According to international accounting principles, the definition of a derivative instrument is of primary 
importance given that for financial instruments that can be described as derivatives, such accounting principles 
provide one single method of evaluation, without any possibility of choice on the part of the entity; the 
international definition of derivative instruments can be found in IAS 39 which considers them to be a financial 
instrument with the following characteristics: 

• its value changes in response to the change in an underlying variable (underlying asset) that can be of a 
financial type (interest rate, price of a financial instrument, price of a commodity, exchange rate of foreign 
currency, price or interest rate indexes) or of a credit type (creditworthiness or credit indexes);  

• it requires no initial net investment or it requires an initial net investment that is smaller than would be required 
for other types of contract from which a similar response would be expected to changes in market factors;  

• it is settled at a future date.  

It can be noted that IAS 39 is limited to indicating the general characteristics qualifying a derivative instrument, 
without providing a definition for each type due to the vast number of these products.  

Consequently, for the purposes of IAS 39, derivatives must be classified according to the following categories: 
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• hedging derivatives which respect the requirements for the application of hedge accounting and for which the 
company has decided to apply hedge accounting; 

• trading derivatives which refer to the derivatives purchased for speculation, which do not follow the rules of 
hedge accounting or those for purposes of arbitrage. 

The main derivatives have as their underlying element the following and can be classified as stated below: 

1) Interest rates           $ 504.1 thousand billion 

2) Foreign currencies        “ 63.4  “    “ 

3) Cds                    “ 28.6  “    “ 

4) Shares                 “ 5.9    “    “ 

5) Raw materials           “ 3.1    “    “ 

6) Other                  “ 42.6   “    “ 

 -------------  

$ 647.7 thousand billion  

From the table, it can be seen that the first three positions are covered by interest rates, followed by the trend in 
foreign exchange currencies and, finally, Cds – Credit de-fault swap better known as contracts guaranteeing the 
risk of insolvency of a company or a sovereign state. These instruments, moreover, are traded on the Otc – over 
the counter market, in other words the unregulated market and they may have a hedging, speculative or arbitrage 
function becoming, according to the different cases, either simple, structured (or complex) or credit derivatives. 
As we will see, the entry in the balance sheet differs according to the Italian accounting principles or 
international accounting principles.  

As we have stated, derivatives are mainly used for three purposes: 

1) hedging to reduce the market or the financial risk; 

2) trading for the sole purpose of gaining a profit; 

3) arbitrage, for achieving sure risk-free profits, normally by carrying out opposite sign financial transactions, 
taking advantage from momentary misalignments between the prices set on different markets.  

Over time and with the creativity of financial operators, a wide range of products is now available that enables 
speculation on absolutely anything. The element which distinguishes (both positively and negatively) the 
potential effects of derivatives is certainly that of being able to use small amounts to speculate on higher 
amounts, by means of the so-called leverage which increases by a certain number of times the price of the 
derivative according to the variation of the underlying element: this can lead to considerable earnings, but also 
the loss of the whole capital in a few moments.  

Derivatives can generally be subdivided into three categories: 

1) simple derivatives: simple derivatives (also known as plain vanilla) are the most basic and least complicated 
as they usually track just one underlying element;  

2) complex (or structured) derivatives: a wide variety of products exists created by financial operators arising 
from combinations of derivatives which are traded Over the counter. They are subdivided into: 

• exotic options: the adjective refers to products that are not normally used on our market; in fact they consist of 
standard options with the application of some variants that modify the structure. The main exotic options are: 
packages, Bermuda-style options, forward start options, compound options, chooser options, barrier options, 
binary options, lookback options, shout options, Asian options, exchange options, rainbow options and basket 
options etc.; 

• non-standard swaps, consisting of variables that concentrate on the basic structure of interest rate swaps such as 
equity swaps, complex currency swaps. 

3) credit derivatives: the market of credit derivatives represents the sector of derivative contracts that has 
undergone major growth. These instruments allow the credit risks to be traded and are used mainly by banks and 
other intermediaries which, against payment of a sum, can obtain the elimination or lessening of the credit risk 
on the assets that it holds in its portfolio. The counterpart is usually an insurance company or hedge funds. 
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3. Transparency in Bank Disclosures 

Numerous studies have been carried out up until now to check the possible implications deriving from greater 
bank transparency. In the past, it was considered that transparency should be used for regulation purposes in 
order to arouse increased trust on the part of investors in the bank system. Subsequently, transparency assumed a 
new role. Starting from the main international institutions which promoted an increase in bank disclosures in 
order to strengthen the discipline of the market, a series of works have been conducted to verify the actual 
potential of disclosure as a mechanism for controlling banks.  

Some authors have argued that disciplining the market by means of greater transparency, may increase the 
fragility of the bank system and increase depositors’ “bank run”, leading to serious consequences.  

On the contrary, other authors have justified the value of disclosure as an instrument that increases control over 
the banks. By virtue of this principle, the more information the banks are obliged to reveal, the greater their 
exposure to the judgement of the market and, consequently, they would have less incentive to adopt imprudent 
measures. In particular, if consideration is given to the third pillar of Basle 2, the main aim of the new 
informative obligations concerning the risks of the banks is exactly that of dissuading them from excessively 
risky management that could generate crises throughout the system. Nier and Baumann support the government 
policies dedicated to strengthening disclosure, stating that the degree of awareness of the banks’ risk choices and, 
therefore, the greater disclosure of the risks encourages the same to maintain adequate assets to cover the risks 
taken. Investigating whether transparency increases or reduces the stability of the bank system, Nier reaches the 
conclusion that the banks that transmit more information are less exposed to the risk of bankruptcy. Furthermore, 
empirical findings have shown a lower probability of systemic crises in the countries in which more stringent 
regulations are in force concerning transparency and the auditing of balance sheets. A further passage has also 
made an estimate of the impact of greater disclosure on the real economy, giving very positive results in this 
sense.  

Yet more authors have reached conclusions lying between those above, affirming that when banks have full 
control over the volatility of their loan portfolio, then disclosure to the public reduces the probability of bank 
crises, while when banks do not control their risk exposure, the presence of informed depositors could increase 
the probability of banks going bankrupt. Starting from the recognition that disclosure is a necessary, but not 
sufficient, condition for an effective regulation of the market, the essential requirements have been analysed to 
allow informative transparency to lead to a concrete mechanism for regulating the banks. The debate is still 
on-going: no full agreement has yet been reached on the effects deriving from increased bank disclosure and the 
financial community appears to be divided between supporters and opponents of greater transparency.  

Examining the topic of transparency from the point of view of the banks, a question arises regarding the effects 
for the same in terms of costs/benefits.  

Important results have been achieved by Baumann and Nier who have demonstrated that the banks disclosing 
more information, show a lower volatility of their shares compared with less transparent banks. This leads to a 
benefit for the banks due to the reduction of the cost of capital. However, these results do not take into 
consideration the significant direct and indirect costs linked to greater disclosure. 

A further reflection emerging from existing literature concerns the present-day degree of banks’ disclosure which 
still stands at low levels. With specific reference to disclosure on the question of risks, Geny and Mongiardino 
believe that “currently, the reports of risk management do not satisfy the standards necessary to be of real use to 
investors or analysts”. 

As far as the actual measurement of bank disclosure is concerned, different methods have been adopted in an 
attempt to overcome the problems linked with the qualitative nature of the disclosure variable and for the 
purpose of reaching a quantitative measure of the same. 

4. The Methodology 

A description follows of the methodology adopted for analysing the volume of derivatives and their presentation 
in balance sheet disclosures. 

Based on an empirical-analytical approach, the study puts forward a series of keys to understanding what the 
market of derivatives is today, in the post-crisis period.  

- Derivatives business of financial institutions  

Innovations of a financial, technological and organisational nature have had a substantial impact on the ways in 
which banks govern and organise their financial intermediation business.  
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Up until a few years before the outbreak of the Great Crisis, most observers hailed financial instruments for their 
faculty to make risk management more efficient; today, it is believed that the current financial crisis that has 
rocked the very foundations of the national and international financial systems, triggering a systemic loss of trust 
and the reputation of financial intermediaries, arose within the banking business model devoted to optimising the 
risk-return ratio of the capital invested. 

Accounting criteria capable of combining transparency, fairness and coherence with the business carried out by 
the firms would contribute towards restoring the trust and reputation of the whole economic-financial system.  

 Numerous studies have been carried out up until now both for studying the possible implications of greater 
bank transparency and for the purpose of measuring the level of bank disclosure on a national and international 
level. However, a univocal opinion has yet to be reached regarding the possible effects that greater transparency 
may have on the banks. On the basis of these statements and considering the wide margins for investigation that 
the topic still presents today, especially with reference to the Italian context, this work sets out to examine 
whether there is a connection between the entity of derivatives held by the banks and the presence of 
supplementary information in the annual reports in terms of transparency.  

The hypothesis to be checked refers to the existence of a correlation between the volume of derivatives held by 
each credit institute and the completeness of the economic-financial information and, therefore, if transparency 
can be understood as one of the factors contributing towards mitigating the risk inherent in such instruments.  

- The reference sample 

In order to achieve the objectives of the analysis as detailed above, the investigation examines a sample 
consisting of the major banks in central and southern Europe which have been identified on the basis of the 
following characteristics:  

• National and European ranking for total assets;  

• Number of customers, > 19 million customers; 

• Quotation on the regulated market, where the shares are traded more and are more liquid in order to have more 
accurate comparisons. 

Intesa Sanpaolo and Unicredit have been identified amongst the major national financial intermediaries, whilst 
Société Générale, Commerzbank and Banco Santander have been selected from amongst the European 
intermediaries.  

On this point, it should be noted that Société Générale was not chosen for its national ranking, occupying as it 
does third position, but for the volume of derivatives traded.  

It was decided to exclude the banks Monte dei Paschi di Siena and Bankia from the sample due to recent 
company events which would have prevented an objective and precise assessment of the balance sheet from 
being made.  

The investigation examines a series of past balance sheets, starting from the date on which the IAS was 
introduced (2005) up to the latest balance sheet available.  

Compared with the time span defined, the following are exceptions: 

a) Intesa Sanpaolo because in 2005 the bank was the subject of a merger; therefore, the sequence of historical 
data for comparison is available from 2006;  

b) Société Générale, owing to the inability to trace some financial reports required for the analysis. 

A decision was taken not to limit the research to national borders, but to select other intermediaries from some 
European States including France and Germany, recognised as flagships of the European economy, and Spain, 
with a fragile economy and a precarious equilibrium similar to our country.  

5. Main Empirical Evidence 

The left-hand side of the table presents the total trading derivatives compared with the total assets. As some data 
is not available from the group of banks for 2005, the table of our selected sample is only partially complete 
compared with the trading instruments. According to the data at our disposal, the predominance of the German 
bank can be noticed with as many as 15.41% of the instruments compared with the total assets, followed by 
Unicredit (9.25%) and finally, the Spanish bank Santander (3.42%). 
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to complete the economic-financial notes. 

It can be deduced from the provisions of the principles IAS 32, IAS 39 and IFRS 7, that according to the dictates 
provided by the standards, those interested in the company trend should, theoretically, be able to draw specific 
and detailed information regarding the risk management policies adopted by the company and the characteristics 
of the financial operations carried out in clear terms from the notes to the balance sheet.  

Numerous studies have been carried out up until now both referring to the possible implications of greater bank 
transparency and to measure the level of disclosure of banks on a national and international level. However, a 
univocal opinion yet to be reached regarding the possible effects that greater transparency may have on the banks. 
On the basis of these statements and considering the wide margins for investigation that the topic still presents 
today, especially with reference to the Italian context, this work sets out to examine the actual capacity on the 
part of the sample intermediaries to give notice of the risks to which they are exposed in relation to the volume 
of derivatives held in their balance sheets.  

On this point, reference is made as an example to the analysis of table I, in which it can be observed how these 
instruments occupy a dominant position in the European economic-financial system; derivatives created only for 
hedging purposes in the past, are today used for the most varied of reasons, mainly for speculation and for 
“trading”. Hedging, by means of derivatives occupies, in the sample analysed, from 2005 to 2012, percentages 
between 0.30% and 1.50% compared with the total assets, while the speculative business has much higher 
percentages with an average of between 10% and 15%, with maximum values of 28% again compared with the 
assets.  

Therefore, although the recent past has given proof of episodes of profound unbalance in the banks generated by 
derivatives, as occurred for instance in Monte dei Paschi, and, consequently, that the high risk rate inherent in 
such instruments is well known, the banks do not seem to have changed their operating strategies, persevering 
with a high level of negotiations in derivatives.  

With reference to the results that emerged from the analysis of the annual reports, particular attention has been 
given to how the bank institutes analysed disclose the derivatives in their accounts documents: is it possible to 
detect the presence of derivatives directly from the statement of assets and liabilities or the profit and loss 
account or is it necessary to read the notes to the balance sheet? 

From the study it appears evident that firms prefer to represent the information in the explanatory notes, forcing 
the reader to read the whole annual report thoroughly and in detail.  

Furthermore, the study wishes to underline that the evidence was collected from a well-structured empirical 
analysis and was often based on details actually presented and not simply from merely reading the disclosures.  

The topic underlines how the growing number of disclosures provided in the balance sheets raises certain 
perplexities concerning the usability of balance sheets that are so thick and full of details and information.  

It should be understood that the desired accounting transparency refers to the informative and communicative 
purpose of the balance sheet details and, therefore, to a qualitative and not a quantitative point of view.  

Another aspect that is worth mentioning concerns the disparity of the information seen in the integrative notes 
between the banks of different European States.  

In fact, it appears that within the European Union, a common and uniform imprinting does not exist on the 
matter of the layout of the notes to the banks’ balance sheet.  

In fact, despite the application of the same accounting standards, the notes to the balance sheet show some quite 
considerable differences in the degree of detail of the descriptive information in addition to the numerical data 
presented therein.  

With regard to the documents examined for the purposes of this paper, the Italian informative notes seem to 
contain a higher level of detail compared with the other banks of the sample: part “b” and part “e” of the 
integrative notes provide supplementary details and information regarding the accounting data.  

The company balance sheet of the French Société Générale appeared very simple and straightforward, but it 
lacks some information for an in-depth analysis of the report itself, whereas, the balance sheet of Commerzbank 
appears to be very complete in all the sections analysed, even though it presents some limits in the subdivision of 
the commodities regarding the years 2005-2008, making it necessary to use the table of “derivative transactions” 
to draw up an estimate.  

The integrative note to the Spanish balance sheet, on the contrary, appears not to be so sophisticated and lacks 
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some fundamental information for the purposes of this analysis. In fact, the absence of a distinction between the 
quoted and unquoted instruments and the lack of an informative note for the year 2008 concerning the hedging 
derivatives, creates a gap in the information that still has to be filled.  

In conclusion, the truly critical point does not seem to be the entity of the derivatives present in the system, but 
rather the methods for evaluating their risk and the disclosure of the same in the balance sheet.  

Therefore, a regulation would be appreciated that gives priority to data which, guaranteeing an easy and quick 
understanding, informs the investor immediately of the exact classification with the relative perception of the 
risk, thus preventing excessive information from being converted into voluminous investigations behind which a 
large quantity of implicit content may be hidden.  

Even though the firms are taking steps to apply disclosure correctly, as far as the accounting of financial 
instruments is concerned, the way ahead is still long, especially with regard to the presentation of data using 
adequate disclosure criteria.  
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